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• Not all images are best done in monochrome.

• Some images are improved with monochrome options.

• A good monochrome image has a wide range of shades, from 
black to white, with many different grays in between.

• There are many tones/tints allowed in monochrome. But true 
monochrome has only shades of the same color.

• Look for a subject that has high contrast and many tones in 
between.

• Monochrome can subtract the impact of color and focus the 
impact on the primary subject.

Select an Appropriate Image





























Converted and tinted in Topaz BW Effects 2







Infrared Photography

With IR filter
Or

Factory conversion of an existing camera



Dan Wamplar Infrared Photography

https://www.lifepixel.com/galleries/infrared-photography-gallery/dan-wampler-

infrared-gallery

https://www.lifepixel.com/galleries/infrared-photography-gallery/dan-wampler-infrared-gallery


Infrared camera image, with some color bleed
by Dan Wampler



IR camera photo  by Dan Wampler



Conversion of DSLR to Infrared

*  Conversion locations: https://www.lifepixel.com/ for Nikon, Canon, Sony; about 

$275 for DSLR and .

• There are many options for IR filters, used in making a DSLR or P&S camera conversion 
to an IR camera. Make sure you know what you want. Each different filter allows you to 
capture infrared light plus a varying degree of color, depending upon the filter you order. 
With  increased color capture, you can maintain the IR look, but also  bring back selective 
color, in post processing. You can see this color control in Dan Wamplar IR images, above. 
See https://www.lifepixel.com/infrared-filters-choices

• Normal lenses focus using visible light. Infrared light is not visible. You cannot use your 
standard lens to focus with an IR converted camera. You must use a lens that is calibrated 
for infrared. That means you will probably have to send in the lens you will use with 
your IR camera, so it can be calibrated to work with your conversion. See the video at 
https://www.lifepixel.com/focus-calibration-options

https://www.lifepixel.com/
https://www.lifepixel.com/infrared-filters-choices
https://www.lifepixel.com/focus-calibration-options


Desert Botanical Gardens, Phoenix, AZ

Hoya Infrared filter on a regular DSLR camera. 

Exposure time was over 60 seconds.



Hoya IR filter
Japanese Garden on 

Victoria Island



Infrared image from PS CC conversion with NIK Infrared preset.



Original abandoned Methodist Church in NC hills



Methodist Church converted in PS CC with BW Adjustment layer



Methodist Church converted in PS CC with NIK Infrared preset



Comparisons between in-camera BW and post-
processed conversions from color to BW





Red bench in Brookgreen Gardens, shot with in-camera BW setting



Red bench in Brookgreen Gardens, post-processed in BW



Flower in Brookgreen Gardens



Same flower shot with BW 
settings in camera



Same flower converted to BW in 
post-processing



Same flower converted to BW in 
Topaz BW Effects Pro





Candlestick plant shot in BW setting in-camera



Same flower converted to BW in post-processing



Same flower converted to BW in post-processing 
with NIK Silver Efex Pro



Nymph statues in Brookgreen Gardens



Nymphs shot in BW setting in camera



Nymphs converted to BW in post-processing



Nymphs converted to Monochrome in post-
processing, with NIK Silver Efex Pro



Post-processed conversion allows the photographer control over the relative 
contributions of each color to the final monochrome image.



Bridge filmed in Bridges of Madison County, Iowa



Bridge image converted to BW in post-processing
Used BW Adjustment layer, with no color pushing



Bridge image converted to BW in post-processing
Used BW Adjustment layer, and pushed yellow up



Convert to Black and White in Photoshop, with Black and 
White Adjustment Layer



Adjust Black & White Adjustment layer color sliders



Original color photo taken in Cary, NC Art Museum, with 
multiple exposure, rotated exposures in-camera



Convert to BW in Camera Raw



Convert to BW in Photoshop, with Image > Adjustments > Black & White



Convert with Adjustment menu item



Convert to black and white in Elements, Expert mode, 
Adjustment Layer, Hue/Saturation



Elements: Select Channel, Adjust Saturation and Lightness sliders



Conversion to BW in Lightroom





Roseman Bridge interior shot



Black and white adjustment layer







Color image is converted to black and white via Image > Adjustments > Black & White



Sliders are available to change each color channel, until you click OK. Then the sliders are gone.



The layer is changed, destructively, and you cannot go back to readjust the sliders at a later time.



The sliders remain with the adjustment layer, for future changes. You access them with a click on the black and white 
ball on the layer. This is a non-destructive edit, as it does not change the affected layer. 



Monochrome with Topaz BW Effects 2

Topaz and NIK filters are simply presets to the left of your loaded image. 
You can apply them to your image, but then you can also customize that application 

with a multitude of sliders on the right of the screen.



Roseman Bridge Topaz BW, Albumen Collection, Eggplant









Conversion to monochrome with the use of NIK Silver Efex Pro presets









Monochrome with a color (or more) brought back







1. Click and drag the color layer you wish 
to reveal, to just beneath the Black & White 
adjustment layer. 

2. Click the white mask on the Black & White 
adjustment layer.

3. On the tools palate, select a brush.  On the top menu, 
select a brush opacity. It's good to start low, with 20-25%. 
Adjust opacity as needed. 

4. Size the brush to fit just within the widest boundaries 
of the object you wish to color.

5. Click 'D' to get black and white 'paint' on the paint 
palate at the bottom of the tools palate. Verify that black
is the top,  foreground color.

6. On the picture itself, start painting the area you with to 
color: Position your brush at the widest part, then 
click to lay down the black paint.  Continue to paint by                
adjusting the size of your brush to avoid as much 
overlap as possible. To make the brush larger,
click the ']' key. To make it smaller, click the '[' key.



Tinting with Black and White Layer



Original developed color image with lots of saturation!



Added a Black and White Adjustment Layer and changed its opacity to 66% Opacity of layer




